Abbreviations

chiefly of titles of the principal works of Alfred North Whitehead

Parentheses following an entry show the name of the publisher of the current American paperback issue.

ADG *The Axioms of Descriptive Geometry*. Cambridge University Press, 1907. Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, No. 5; reprinted by Hafner Publishing Co.


AI *Adventures of Ideas*. The Macmillan Co., New York; Cambridge University Press, 1933. (NAL). In references to xv the numbering of Sections in the English edition is followed, so as to avoid an error in their numbering in the American edition.


xv
ABBREVIATIONS


To make references usable by all readers, citations are made, wherever possible, by chapter and section rather than by page (and when a page number is referred to, it is always preceded by "p." or "pp."). In general, full-sized Roman capital numerals indicate the number of a Part; small Roman capital numerals indicate a Chapter or Lecture; lower case Roman numerals a Section or Article; thus, Section IV, Chapter III, Part II of Process and Reality is cited as PR II III iv. Arabic numerals are introduced into this system wherever Whitehead himself departed from his wont and employed them to number a section; in addition in some few instances they are used to indicate a further subdivision (i.e., paragraph) when it is judged that such an indication would be helpful to the reader. A few of Whitehead's works are composed of continuously numbered articles or sections; references to these works are made by Article only (e.g., UA 14; PNK 13.2) or Section only (e.g., "Immortality" vi).